Enhanced reactive lysis of paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria erythrocytes by C5b-9 does not involve increased C7 binding or cell-bound C3b.
The most complement (C)-sensitive type of erythrocytes (E) occurring in paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (type III PNH E) have previously been found to exhibit approximately twofold to fourfold greater lysis than normal human E when exposed to isolated human C5b6, C7, C8, and C9 (reactive lysis), in the absence of a known source of C3- or C5-convertases or fluid-phase C3. In further studies on the mechanism of this phenomenon, we now report that C5b6-dependent binding of 125I-C7 to two samples of PNH E (greater than 95% type III) is equal to that found with normal human E at each of several C5b6 inputs tested. Lysis developed by excess C8 and C9, however, was consistently greater for the PNH E. Thus, the exaggerated sensitivity of type III PNH E to reactive lysis cannot be explained by abnormally high uptake of C5b6 or C7 from the fluid phase. Rather, the data indicate that cell-bound C5b67 sites are converted to effective hemolytic sites with greater efficiency on type III PNH E than on normal human E, assuming that the distribution of cell-bound C7 throughout both cell populations is similar. In related studies we have addressed the proposal by other investigators that C3b putatively bound to PNH E in vivo might account for their increased sensitivity to reactive lysis in vitro, by analogy to prior observations on C3b-potentiated reactive lysis of sheep E. The latter hypothesis was made more appealing by the recent discovery that type III PNH E lack an integral membrane protein, decay-accelerating factor (DAF), which in normal E accelerates the decay of membrane-bound C3 convertases. Against this hypothesis, however, is our present finding that preincubation of PNH E with four different goat or rabbit polyclonal antibodies to human C3 failed to inhibit the subsequent reactive lysis of these cells. Under these same conditions, the C3b-dependent increment in reactive lysis of sheep EAC4b3b was abrogated by pretreatment with similar dilutions of these anti-C3 antibodies, generally in association with agglutination. Furthermore, sheep EAC4b3b displayed increased 125I-C7 binding in proportion to augmented lysis, in contrast to the findings with PNH E. Therefore, deficiency of DAF in type III PNH E does not adequately explain their supranormal sensitivity to reactive lysis unless DAF can modulate the terminal lytic steps by a mechanism distinct from its effect on C3 convertase decay. Alternatively, type III PNH E could have a more general abnormality in which DAF deficiency is one manifestation and increased sensitivity to reactive lysis is another.